“BEST OF SELECTION” OF SLOVENIAN INCENTIVES
I. SLOVENIAN TRIATHLON – Cooking, drinking, dancing
No visit of Slovenia will ever be complete without taking part in a Slovenian triathlon.
Depending on the time of the year and the size of your group, the triathlon can be organised
A) as a “Slovenian evening” type of event outdoors or B) as a more intimate indoor event. A
typical outdoor event will include a culinary workshop (including making food on open fire),
tasting of local wines and liquors, a short version of Slovenian Olympics, a lot of eating and
drinking, a bit of a traditional Slovenian dancing and, preferably, a party long into the night.
Engagement level: 4 (out of 5) / Physically demanding: 2 (out of 5)

Best time of the year: All year round / Min-max number of participants: 20-300 / Duration: 2/3 hours or more

II. 100% SLOVENIAN – Hilarious introduction to Slovenia
100% Slovenian is a themed event that is led by a funny host that will tell you stories, funny
facts and jokes that will be a great reference for starting conversations during your stay in
Slovenia. During the event we serve traditional food and drinks and include short icebreakers and energizers in the form of funny dances and traditional games that will help your
guests immerse in the Slovenian culture and have a time of their lives. The program can
include a musician that will entertain us with the Slovenian music in all its shapes and forms.
Engagement level: 3 (out of 5) / Physically demanding: 2 (out of 5)

Best time of the year: All year round / Min-max number of participants: 20-500 / Duration: 2/3 hours or more

III. SLOVENIAN OLYMPICS – Slovenian farm games on steroids
There is no better way to get familiar with the true Slovenian culture and have fun at the
same time than to try our ridiculous Slovenian Olympics program. The program consists of
challenges and skills that are absolutely necessary for survival in Slovenia - including
traditional farm tasks (like milking the cow in a hurry...) and games that will make you excel
at a local farm market! However, the winning group will also have to demonstrate the skills
on how to evade taxes (like smuggling…) and to finally win a 50-year long dispute with the
nearest neighbour☺.
Engagement level: 4 (out of 5) / Physically demanding: 3 (out of 5)
Best time of the year: spring to autumn / Min-max number of participants: 20-150 / Duration: 1-2 hours or more

IV. SLOVENIAN FILM FESTIVAL – Find and shoot the treasures!
With smartphones in our pockets, it has never been easier to make a decent movie. All you
need is a good story, which we provide in the form of several fun challenges (one per group
of 10-15 people). The tasks will point you to interesting local sights and people and will
reveal interesting facts about the town of your event and Slovenia in general. Each group will
have to find the location of the task, complete the challenge and make a series of short video
clips about what happened. Later on, our own video team will “glue together” your clips in
funny movies that we can show as the highlight of the event. In addition to several team
movies, our video team will also make a “making of movie” that will be an unforgettable
reminder of the entire event. We customize events according to season, locations and client.
Engagement level: 5 (out of 5) / Physically demanding: 2 (out of 5)
Best time of the year: All year round / Min-max number of participants: 20-200 / Duration: 2-3 hours or more

V. INVINOVEGAS - I bet it's Chardonnay!
Slovenia is famous for its quality and diversity of wines and the story of vino should definitely
make a way to the table of every incentive or conference in Slovenia. Are you willing to put
your money on the table and bet that the wine you just tried is Chardonnay from Štajerska
region? And what is that weird wine making tool? Will your colleague manage to make
something wine-related in 60 seconds? InVinoVegas is an edutainment program that
combines the thrill and fun of betting in a casino with tasting of wine and learning interesting
facts about Slovenian wine culture and the country in general. The program can easily be
adapted to different time frames, venues, regions and all group sizes.
Engagement level: 4 (out of 5) / Physically demanding: 1 (out of 5)
Best time of the year: All year round / Min-max number of participants: 20-1000 / Duration: 1-3 hours or more

VI. OTHER IDEAS
-

Amazing races – amazing treasure hunts through town and regions of Slovenia
Eco-races – construct a wooden vehicle and enter the race
Beekeeping projects – build a beehive and make a lasting impact
Escape the barn in 60 minutes – can you make it as a team?
Evening entertainment – games, theme parties, event management
Culinary workshops on open fire
Icebreakers and energizers

